HART Monthly Releases

October 2022 Release

Three new columns have been added to Alma Items table.

- Retention Commitment indicates if a commitment has been made to retain the item. Values are Y, N and null (empty).
- Retention Note contains additional information regarding retention commitment.
- Retention Reason is a controlled field for the commitment agreement. Current values: HATHI, HATHI_RECAP, RECAP

July 2022 Release

Enhancements

Two new columns have been added to Alma Holdings table.

- Cataloging Statistics for Title-level cataloging statistics in field 920.
- LHR Number for OCLC Local Holdings Record number in field 990.

Fixes

- Holdings Encoding level was incorrectly mapped from bibliographic leader rather than holdings leader. This is fixed.
- Holdings Type was incorrectly mapped from bibliographic leader rather than holdings leader. This is fixed.
- ReCAP Active Flag in Alma Metadata dimension was not correctly populated with Y/N values. This is fixed.

May 2022 Release

- New data source in Harvard Library subject area for Aleph Circulation History

Jan 2022 Release

- Remove Holdings Call Number Sort field as it is not being populated in the Holdings table
- Fix non-numeric sorting on sequence number in MARC fields data for holdings and bibs

Nov 2021 Release

- Fix Accession FY in ReCAP Items to use Arrival Date
- Fix Accession Year in ReCAP Items to use Arrival Date
- Fix issue with On Shelf attribute in ReCAP Items where number of on-shelf items with sequence = 0 is not included in counts

Sept 2021 Release

- In Alma Metadata > MARC Fields, MARC Bib Sequence and MARC Holdings Sequence were changed to numeric fields to enable numeric sorting of fields in bibliographic and holdings records.
- Holdings OCLC Number in Alma Metadata > Alma Holdings was incorrectly mapped to field 079. The field is now correctly mapped to 014 subfield $a.
- The following datetime type fields were changed to date type fields:
  - Alma Bibs: Bib Created Date, Bib Modified Date
  - Alma Holdings: Holdings Created Date, Holdings Modified Date
  - Alma Items: Created Date, Modified Date
  - HD Tray: Tray Open Date, Tray Shelf Date, Tray Delete Date
  - HD Location: Location Open Date, Location Change Date
  - ReCAP Item: Arrival Date, Accession Date, Delete Date, Audit Date, Update Date
  - ReCAP History (all and last lookup): Ret Date, Ref Date, Ship Date
  - ReCAP Tray: Tray Change Date, Tray Open Date, Tray Delete Date
  - ReCAP Location: Location Open Date, Location Change Date